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Upcoming Dates and Reminders:
			New Mini Sessions Coming In April…

	Silver Swans, Adult Ballet & Adult Tap https://triplheatdance.com/programs/adult-dance-classes/
	Saturday Ballet/Jazz Combo Classes for Ages 3-6 https://tripleheatdance.com/programs/sessional-classes/
	NEW – All Abilities Dance Classes                                 https://tripleheatdance.com/all-abilities-dance-classes/
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										OUR PROMISE…
			WE STRIVE to push technique to its peak while creating well-rounded, self-disciplined, confident and passionate performing artists. 


Triple Heat Dance is committed to providing top quality dance training to students from recreational to pre-professional levels.
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   Stephanie Stevens 
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  So happy with Triple Heat Dance!  Teachers are wonderful, they give lots of great opportunities and outstanding instruction!  Great for dancers of all levels, casual and competitive.  Amazing community, we love our Dance Family🫶.
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   Candice Woloshyn 
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  This studio is simply fabulous.  The staff are extremely knowledgeable and have created a professional atmosphere where dancers are pushed to be their best possible selves, yet still nurtured and supported within class.  I have a child in both the ITP and the general program, and coming to dance is the highlight of the week for both of them!  Highly recommend.
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  My son has been a student at Triple Heat for almost a decade and he has loved every moment. The staff is incredible and the level of instruction is top notch :)
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  Easy email communication with staff. Friendly and fun teachers. Beautiful performances!
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  Great email communication with staff. Friendly teachers. Beautiful performances!
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  My children, girl and boy have attended dance class and camps. Amazing group of teachers who support and care for the kids. Very age appropriate dance choreography and music which is super refreshing. They provide opportunities for very technical and competitive dance as well as recreational fun. Wouldn’t send my kids to any other school.
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  I can't say enough about this studio. The teachers are engaging, passionate, creative and It's so apparent that they all love what they do.  My daughter's self esteem and self confidence has improved significantly since she started dancing at THD.  I can't thank the staff enough for all that they do.  I feel so fortunate to have found this fabulous little studio in the heart of Tin Town.
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  Wonderful dance studio. My daughter loves it here. I am grateful  that she is being taught the value of hard work and discipline.  Thank you ! i
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  This is our 9th season with Triple Heat.  The instructors are great and make each class special.  The communication from the studio is clear.  The spirit weeks around each holiday create a lot of excitement and let the dancers express their creativity.  The studio is a great place for the dancers to create friendships outside of their school friends.
  
 
  
 
  
 
   Google rating score: 5.0 of 5, based on 30 reviews 
 
  
 
 

																							


						
							
																
										CONTACT US
Give us a call 250.338.1313


Email: Send General queries to: info@tripleheatdance.com
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